
Good evening. Before I begin, I would first like to congratulate my peers on becoming 

members of Donegal High School’s class of 2019. I would also like to thank everyone who has 

taken the time to be here today in support of us as we celebrate the culmination of this journey 

together. Let us also take a moment to recognize the efforts of our esteemed administration and 

faculty, our families, and each other; all of whom have provided support for each of us over 

these past four years.  

High school graduation can seem like an end. As we leave here tonight, it may feel as 

though we are leaving everything we have known before. Let’s face it. For the past 12 years, our 

lives have been a constant, predictable cycle of school year then summer then repeat for the next 

year. The disparity between the life we have lived and the life we will live is greater than any of 

us can imagine. For this reason, some of us may feel lost entering the next chapter of our lives. 

At the same time, we may feel like we are unable to spend time exploring our interests and 

figuring things out, as it would be a “waste of time.” We believe that the world will move on 

without us and that success will pass us by if we take this time to stop and reflect. As a result, we 

take great efforts to present a semblance of normalcy to those around us. We act as though we 

know exactly what we want to do with our lives and how we want to do it. While some of us 

may be fortunate enough to have already found our passion and purpose, most of us are likely to 

have a lot of exploring left to do. And that is okay.  

 Too often we think that there must be this perfectly smooth transition from high school 

to our next step. We believe that others will think less of us or that success will become elusive if 

we find ourselves lost in the growth process. We begin to focus so much on getting to the end 

result that we overlook and neglect to take advantage of the most important part, the process of 



getting there. Life is a never ending process of growth. Humans spend their whole lives 

developing their identity as they explore everything this world has to offer. Thus, this class 

should give themselves permission to explore who they want to become. We often practice being 

gracious with each other, but we should be show grace to ourselves too. The process of finding 

ourselves can be just as rewarding as the goals we ultimately hope to achieve. Therefore, why 

not allow ourselves to experience this process, as well as all of the benefits that it offers.  

Before we start this process of searching for meaning, however, we must first understand 

ourselves. We must ask ourselves: What motivates us? What are the most important things in our 

lives? What do our ideal lives look like? Before you answer, however, you must realize that your 

answers to these questions will mean nothing if you are not honest with yourself. Do not hold 

back your passion or energy. Do not fear being you or being unique. Deciding who we are is the 

biggest challenge each of us will face as we leave here tonight. Yet, it is important to realize that 

there is no wrong answer to that question. The world has a place for each and every one of us, 

and it is waiting for us to decide how we will take advantage of the opportunities given to us 

from our graduation here tonight.  

One of my favorite quotes on the topic of finding oneself comes from 

American-Hungarian psychiatrist Thomas Szasz. He says, “People often say that this or that 

person has not yet found himself. But the self is not something one finds, it is something one 

creates.” In this quote, Szasz comments on an important idea for members of this class to 

understand as we move forward. Our lives are ours to create. By taking risks, stepping out of our 

comfort zones, and pursuing our passions, we will find ourselves on the lifelong journey of 

personal growth and development. If we allow ourselves the chance, we can utilize this growth 



process to find out exactly who we want to be. While that answer might constantly change as we 

experience more, meet new people, and move into new worlds, that doesn’t matter. There is no 

end. High school graduation offers us a once in a lifetime opportunity: a chance to start fresh.  

We have a plethora of experiences, memories, and connections from our time at Donegal 

High School. Most of these memories and experiences will shape who we are for the rest of our 

lives. For this reason, we should not say goodbye to the special memories we have created during 

these past four years. However, we should not neglect the future by clinging to the past. Instead 

we move forward with our memories from Donegal, ready to embrace whatever selves we 

discover along the way. Congratulations, Class of 2019. Thank you.  


